Have to / Don’t have to exercises.

Have to = it is important or mandatory to do something
Don’t have to = it is your choice, you can do it or not.

Example:

I have to go to work now.
Today it is Saturday, so you don’t have to wake up early.

Warning!! : Don’t have to ≠ Mustn’t
Mustn’t= it is prohibited, you cannot do it
You mustn’t speak with your mouth full.

1. Complete the following sentences with have/has to or don’t doesn’t have to:

a) James is a smart guy, he ____________ (study) a lot!

b) Lorenz and Susan live in a really old house, they ____________ ___________ (buy) a new one.

c) Do you really ________________ (speak) so fast? I ________________ (write down) every single word!

d) No, you ________________ (write down) every word I say, just the most important ideas!

e) Oh, look at the time I ____________ (run) or a I’ll loose the train!

f) You ________________ (run), the train is going to be delayed.

g) She has a wonderful hair but she ________________ (wash) it every day.

h) We can share a taxi if you want to. You ____________ (walk) home
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i) Do we ________________(go) now or can we wait for my sister?

j) We ______________ (wait) for your sister she has the keys!

2 It’s Saturday. Write 5 things that you have to do and five things that you don’t have to do:

Saturday

I have to......  I don't have to ..